N570 CC

We always design the
yacht around you
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When you choose Najad, you have the opportunity to put your mark on one of the
most enjoyable investments of your life. Together with our team of top competence
in all areas of boatbuilding, you can personalize your yacht to become a personal
statement. An expression of individuality and style linked to your needs on board. This
interaction is a vital dynamic in our being. It constantly challenges and develops us.
It keeps us at the forefront of boatbuilding, and allows us to put our mark on those
magical moments.
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A history of shipbuilders
Our heritage dates back to the first boatmen on the island of Orust, Sweden. They
were followed by generations of skilled boatbuilders, sailors and fishermen, who lived
and sailed under harsh conditions. The sea dictated the conditions and was a constant
reminder of the vital necessity of quality in all things. Coming from this tradition,
the first Najad was introduced in the early 1970s. The stability and sailing dynamics
were a revelation. Ever since, Najad has been a leader in developing the boatbuilding
tradition.
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Quality with no compromise
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Classic design, modern solutions
Najad 570 CC is of an impressive scale from all angles, from the tinted, sweeping, deck
saloon windows and the large open deck areas to the fully enclosed cockpit with twin
steering pedestals. Below deck the emphasis is on natural light, ample living space and
luxurious comfort. The cutting-edge interior design incorporates large windows in the
deckhouse and hull. The interior finish of joinery and craftsmanship is typical of Najad
– practical and magnificent at all levels.
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Najad 570 CC is a world-class yacht by any measure. Superb sailing
qualities are combined with easy manoeuvring by a two-man crew.
Najad 570 CC is the perfect world cruiser. Relatively simple technology means that service and maintenance can be performed anywhere
in the world.

Beautiful exterior design
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Built to handle the seven seas, and a cockpit dinner for eight, Najad 570 CC has something exceptional to offer the world of
blue water cruising. State of the art electric system, double steering system and deck fittings suited for shorthanded sailing,
to name a few. The slim hull features a narrow entry and a wide stern area, allowing good upwind performance and fast
downwind cruising. These superb sailing characteristics and easy handling by a crew of two, gives you freedom and flexibility.

Tailor made interior design
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Najad 570 CC is built for elegant comfort and designed for spending time with friends and family. The interior is extra light
due to the large windows in the deckhouse and hull. The luxurious double linear galley located to port is equipped to meet the
highest demands. The saloon has plenty of space for the whole crew to be together for meals and room for enjoying the good
social life on board. The extensive list of layout options makes it possible to personalize your yacht to fulfill all your demands.

Exterior with a unique touch

Solid sliding entrance hatch made of high gloss
unvarnished teak.

Shower on swimming platform.

Flush mounted deck hatches are elegant and makes
it safer walking on deck.
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Stainless steel pushpit with integrated teak seats.

Andersen full stainless steel self-tailing winches are
standard on all Najad models.

Teak capping fitted with stainless steel rail on the
outside for best possible protection.

Cow line colour of your choice.

Clean and safe with halyard lead under deck to
cockpit jammers and winches.

Solid teak on deck, swimming platform and in
cockpit area on all Najad ever built.
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Interior with a unique touch

Floor boards made of varnished dark wood with
inlaid stripes.

Bright impression with head lining of white covered
panels and generous amount of windows.

Surfaces in galley and heads made of extremely
durable Kerrock® material.
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Soft close drawers and cabinets with high quality
tactile feel.

Multiple color of settee cushion fabrics available to
choose between.

Najad crockery set with plates, glasses, mugs and
cutlery.

Stay in full control with monitoring panels and
USB socket for charging in the cabins.

Leather covered stainless steel grab rails.

Sun blinds on portlights or pilothus windows.
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Specifications and layout
Najad 570

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Length overall

17.50 m

Length waterline

16.55 m

Beam
Draught (alt. shallow draught)
Displacement

5.05 m
2.70 m (2.10 m)
26 000 kg

Ballast

8 100 kg

Mast height above water line

25.10 m

Engine
Water capacity
Fuel capacity
Holding tank capacity

DECK LAYOUT

Yanmar 4LHA-DTP (147 kW) 200hp

Najad 570

INTERIOR LAYOUT

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

FRIDGE

DWR'S

Najad 570

LKR

FREEZER
LKR

~ 800L (2 tanks)
~ 1200L (2 tanks)
~ 140L (2 tanks)

SAIL AREAS
Cruising
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LKR

163 m²

Full batten main

92 m²

Working jib (106%)

73 m²

Optional furling genoa (135%)

94 m²

Optional cutter jib

40 m²

Optional gennaker

225 m²

Optional code 0

167 m²

LKR
INSTALATIONS

LKR

LKR

LKR

INSTALATIONS

LKR

LKR

SHELF

LKR

LKR

Optional cabin layout
with wide single berth
LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR

LKR
LKR

LKR

Design and construction
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Optional aft layout
with two double berth cabins

FRIDGE

DWR'S

LKR

FREEZER

Najad AB and Judel/Vrolijk & Co
LKR
LKR

View more pictures or download the brochure, technical specification and accessories,
visit www.najad.se
LKR
LKR

LKR

INSTALATIONS
LKR

LKR
LKR

INSTALATIONS

LKR

LKR
INSTRUMENT S
INST RUMENTS

LKR

N570 CC

LKR

LKR
LKR

DESK

INSTALATIONS

INST ALAT IONS
LKR

LKR

LKR

INSTRUMENTS

LKR
SHELF

Optional layout with office area
and larger head area

LKR
LKR

LKR

Optional crew cabin with personal heads

INSTALATIONS

Optional mid sofa
Optional adjustable salon table

LKR

Optional cabin
with sofa and table
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